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OLEFInS

new capacities, weaker downstream 
markets to weigh on ethylene in 2020

 � uS exports to rise after new Enterprise terminal starts up
 � Steam cracker operations likely to decline in 2020

A rise in ethylene production capacities in the US and 
Asia, the start-up of a new export terminal in the US 
and expected weakness in ethylene’s downstream 
markets paint a heavy supply picture of the global 
ethylene market for 2020, which will in turn weigh on 
spot prices.

“We do not have positive thoughts on the outlook for next 
year because of the downstream markets,” an Asia-based 
market source said.

In the US, around 8.18 million mt/year of new ethylene 
production capacity has come on stream since 2017, 
with another 2 million mt/year planned by the end of 
2019, according to company announcements. Another 
six naphtha-fed steam crackers with 8.3 million mt/
year of capacity are slated to start-up late 2020 
and beyond.

In Asia, China’s Hengli Petrochemical and Zhejiang 
Petrochemical would add a total of 2.9 million mt/year of 
ethylene capacity in 2019-2020.

On the other hand, spot ethylene demand would likely be 
pressured by declining downstream demand and prices, 
such as for polyethylene and monoethylene glycol, market 
sources said.

new uS terminal to raise outflow, hit Europe’s output
The US currently has a single ethylene export terminal, 
operated by Targa Resources deep in the Houston Ship 
Channel, with an export capacity of 300,000 mt/year, 
though actual outflows average about 200,000 mt/

year. Enterprise Products Partners’ new 1 million mt/
year export terminal will ramp up throughout 2020 
and launch its second phase in the fourth quarter of 
2020. Once fully operational, the gap between spot 
US ethylene prices and those in Asia and Europe will 
likely narrow with less landlocked product, beginning in 
2020, though ethane-based US ethylene will retain its 
cost advantage.

As a result of new US capacities, European producers 
would need to reduce ethylene production rates and offer 
prices, in light of additional imports into the region, market 
sources said.

They added that ethylene cargoes from the US were 
unlikely to move to China in the near-term amid US-
China trade tensions. According to the Chinese customs 
department, the country’s total ethylene imports for 
January-September rose 8% from a year earlier. China’s 
ethylene imports from the US, however, plunged 88% over 
the same period, the data showed.

European producers battle for market share
European ethylene producers will try to keep their market 
share amid the competitive inflow from the US, and will 
likely do so by leveraging on contract prices as well as 
offering attractive spot volumes to domestic customers, 
according to market sources.

Over January-September, US ethylene exports totaled 
223,422 mt, up 39.5% from a year earlier, the latest 
customs data showed. Of the total, US ethylene exports 
to Taiwan fell 22% from a year earlier to 49,015 mt. On the 
other hand, US ethylene exports to Belgium was 98,089 mt 
for January-September compared to 7,323 mt a year earlier, 
while exports to Spain was 11,477 mt compared to 20 mt, 
the data showed.

In Asia, for 2020, a heavy steam cracker turnaround 
schedule is expected in Japan compared to 2019. However, 
market sources said the expected supply tightness would 
be easily covered by additional capacities.

The European steam cracker turnaround schedule is 
not expected to be as heavy as in 2019, so supply in the 
first half of 2020 will likely be healthy to heavy, given the 
expected weak macroeconomic environment.
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h1 2020 EuROPEAn StEAm CRACKER 
tuRnAROunDS SChEDuLE
 Capacity (’000 mt/yr)
Owner type Location Ethylene Propylene Offline
Versalis CRK Priolo 490 250 Jan-Feb
Repsol FCC La Coruna  70 Q1
Sabic CRK Wilton 865 415 Spring
Dow CRK Tarragona 675 300 Spring
Shell CRK Wesseling 260 165 Q2
Ineos CRK Dormagen 5 544 325 April-May
ExxonMobil Ethylene plant Mossmorran 830  Summer
Source: S&P Global Platts, Industry sources
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naphtha feedstock price expected to firm in 2020
Market participants expect the naphtha feedstock price 
to firm in 2020, following the implementation of the 
International Maritime Organization’s global sulfur limit for 
marine fuels at 0.5% from January 1, 2020, down from 3.5% 
currently. The market price for crude oil and naphtha will 
likely rise as crude runs increase to meet rising demand for 
distillate bunker fuels.

In Asia, the ethylene/naphtha spread narrowed to an average 
of $152.63/mt on October 25, 2019, the lowest level since May 
2012, and lower than the typical breakeven spread of $300-
$350/mt, S&P Global Platts data showed. But steam cracker 
operations remained high in 2019, supported by healthy 
margins for propylene and butadiene production, which would 
likely fade out in 2020, according to market sources.

In Europe, the crackers are already reported to be turning 
down operating rates in order to cope with a tough 
combination of weak derivative demand and ethylene 
imports from the US, sources said.

Meanwhile, the market is anticipating an impact from 
Enterprise’s new ethylene export terminal. Spot CIF 
Northwest Europe ethylene prices will average $1,008/

mt in 2020, compared with $1,068/mt in 2019, according 
to S&P Global Platts Analytics. Naphtha prices are 
expected to rise in 2020 along with crude prices, further 
exacerbating the gap between LPG and naphtha prices.

US ethylene prices are expected to maintain their 
advantage over other regions on the back of cheap ethane, 
but cracker outages can cause volatility, sources said. In 
June, US spot ethylene hit an all-time low of 11.75 cents/
lb FD Mont Belvieu. By late November, prices reached 23 
cents/lb, but had fallen to 16.25 cents/lb by mid-December.

— Kristen Hays, Miguel Cambeiro, Fumiko Dobashi, 
Shermaine Ang

Asian propylene eyes support in h1 2020 
from new PP plants, turnarounds

 � two PDh plants to start in China in 2020
 � more new PP plants to add to Asian demand
 � Five  steam crackers in Japan  scheduled for turnaround 

Propylene markets in Southeast Asia, Taiwan and Japan 
are expected to be supported in the first half of 2020 by the 
startup of downstream polypropylene plants and a heavier-
than-usual turnaround schedule.

In Japan, five steam crackers with a total propylene 
capacity of over 1.2 million mt/year have turnarounds 
planned in H1, heavier than in the same period of 2019, S&P 
Global Platts records show.

South Korea’s Hyosung Chemical plans to start its 300,000 
mt/year PP plant in Vietnam over December-January and 
its propane hydrogenation or PDH plant only by Q4 2020, 
likely resulting in it seeking feedstock propylene in the spot 
market in H1.

Thai IRPC’s steam cracker, which can produce 310,000/mt 
year of propylene, is scheduled to undergo turnaround in 
January-February. In Taiwan, CPC plans to shut its No. 6 
steam cracker with 430,000 mt/year of propylene capacity 
at Lingyuan in February for turnaround, and Taiwanese 
contract buyers expect spot supply there will tighten in H1 
as a result.

However, the startup of Pengerang Refining and 
Petrochemical’s new cracker in Malaysia was expected 
to have a minimal impact on spot propylene prices 
as its output will be largely consumed captively for 
PP production.

In China, the propylene market may face downward pressure 
in H1 due to rising supply and weakness downstream.

China’s Fujian Meide Petrochemical’s 660,000 mt/year 
and Zhejiang Huahong New Material’s 450,000 mt/year 

KEy OLEFInS EXPAnSIOn PLAntS In ASIA (’000 mt/yr)
Company Location Ethylene Propylene butadiene Startup
RAPID Malaysia 1,200 600 180 2019
Heng Li China 1,500 750 140 2019-20
Zhejiang Petrochemical China 1,400 700 200 2019-20
JG Summit Philippines 300 > 400 190 > 240 70 H1-2020
Shenghong China 1,100   2021
BST Thailand   80 2021
Hyundai Oilbank/Lotte Korea, Daesan 750   H1-2021
GS Caltex Korea, Yeosu 700   2022
Source: S&P Global Platts

ASIA’S StEAm CRACKER tuRnAROunD In 2020 (mt/yr)
Company Location Ethylene Propylene turnaround 
  capacity capacity dates

Japan
Idemitsu Tokuyama 623,000 450,000 Sep-Oct, 60 days
Maruzen Chiba 550,000 230,000 May-June
Mitsubishi Chem Kashima 2 526,000 260,000 May-June
JXTG (ex-JX) Kawasaki 404,000 260,000 Mar-Apr
Tosoh Corp Yokkaichi 527,000 270,000 Mar-Apr, 30-40 days

South Korea
Lotte Yeochon 1,200,000 500,000 5 Oct-3 Dec
SK Energy  Ulsan 2 660,000 350,000 Oct, 1 month
YNCC Yeochon 2 580,000 270,000 Q4, 60 days

taiwan
Formosa Mai Liao 3 1,200,000 600,000 Aug-Sep, 1.5 months
CPC Lin Yuan 6 720,000 430,000 Feb, 2 months

malaysia
Titan Pasir Gudang 2 500,000 260,000 early March, 45 days

thailand
Map Ta Phut Olefins Map Ta Phut 900,000 400,000 May-June
PTT Chemical Map Ta Phut (I4-1) 515,000 310,000 Jan-Feb 40 days
 Map Ta Phut (I4-2) 400,000 50,000 mid-Jan/mid-Feb
 Map Ta Phut (I-1) 461,000 127,000 March

Singapore
Exxon Mobil Pulau Ayer Chawan 800,000 435,000 March-May
Source: S&P Global Platts
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PDH plants are both due to start up in Q1, reducing China’s 
reliance on imports.

“We will not have turnarounds for our two PDH plants in H1 
and I have not heard other PDH plants in China planning 
turnarounds,” said a source at a PDH plant in east China, 
adding the lighter-than-usual turnaround season may 
increase domestic supply.

The new PP capacity may absorb some of this, but an 
oversupplied PP market would eventually weigh on both PP 
and propylene prices in China, the source added.

European demand weak
European demand is expected to remain weak in H1 
2020, with geopolitical issues such as Brexit and slowing 
economies impacting demand from key derivatives. 
However, changes to feedstock dynamics due to IMO 2020 
could tighten global supply and lend support to prices as 
the year progresses.

IMO 2020 could potentially tighten gasoline supply, which 
may in turn impact naphtha prices.

Europe will be susceptible to IMO 2020’s impact given it 
relies more on naphtha as feedstock for cracking than the 
US and the Middle East, despite recent investments to 
increase flexibility in its feedstock usage.

Increased US polyethylene imports into Europe may also 
drag down European PE production and subsequently, 
cracker run rates.

Europe’s propylene capacity is also expected to inch down 
to 1.89 million mt/year by next June from 1.91 million mt/
year in December 2019, according Platts Analytics.

Europe’s net propylene imports rose 196,000 mt on year over 
January-August to 439,000 mt, Eurostat data showed. The 
US supplied 185,000 mt, up from 164,000 mt a year earlier.

However traders were seeing fewer offers from the US 
in late 2019 and did not to see any structured contracts 

in place for 2020 after the price spread between US and 
Europe narrowed, making it less attractive for US exporters 
to sell to Europe.

The spread between delivered US Gulf and NWE propylene 
averaged $116/mt in October, down sharply from $343/mt in 
June, Platts data showed.

uS inventories high
Increased reliability at US PDH plants in recent years has 
resulted in sharp increases in propylene stocks in 2019, 
pressuring down prices, and some market participants 
expect high inventories to persist into 2020.

One source expected this to continue until additional 
downstream facilities came online, while another noted 
PP was long globally. However, a third source said 
propylene supply in Q1 could potentially tighten in view of 
unconfirmed talk of PDH plant turnarounds.

US non-fuel propylene stocks were up 56% on year at end 
October, latest data showed.

While outages at PDH plants lowered inventory levels 
in H2 2019 from the year-to-date high reached in 
February, stocks remained solidly above 2018 levels, 
keeping propylene prices lower for most of 2019 than the 
year before.

In addition, most US propylene production facilities are 
landlocked, crimping exports. The US has one propylene 
export terminal operated by Enterprise at its LNG export 
terminal on the Houston Ship Channel, which can load up to 
5,000 mt/day of propylene, and is under expansion.

Enterprise is also moving ahead on a second 750,000 mt/
year PDH plant at its Mont Belvieu natural gas liquids hub, 
with LyondellBasell as its anchor customer. LyondellBasell 
considered building its own PDH plant, but CEO Bob Patel 
told investors in September it was focused on derivatives 
rather than olefin production.

PetroLogistics, which built the first US PDH plant, a 
658,0000 mt/year facility later acquired by Flint Hills 
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Resources, announced plans in July to build a 500,000 mt/
year PDH plant on the US Gulf Coast.

— Melvin Yeo, Astrid Torres, Kristen Hays

butadiene capacity increases,  
despite expectations of weak demand

 � new butadiene plants to start in Asia
 � Demand seen weak amid bearish downstream

Strong global butadiene supply looks set to continue in 
the first half of 2020, as new capacity comes online in 
Asia, despite expectations that downstream demand will 
remain weak.

Although H1 2020 will see more butadiene turnarounds in 
Asia than the same period of 2019, particularly in Japan, 
any shortfall looks likely be offset by the expected start-up 
of new butadiene units.

In China, new butadiene plants include a 140,000 mt/year 
unit by Hengli Petrochemical and a 200,000 mt/year unit by 
Zhejiang Petrochemical.

In Malaysia, Pengerang Refining and Petrochemical 
(PRefChem) brought online its new 180,000 mt/year 
butadiene unit in October-November. The company looks 
set to export all the butadiene produced as it has no 
downstream units that use butadiene.

However, Asia looks set to continue to receive deepsea 
cargoes from abroad, despite China continuing to increase 
its domestic capacity.

In 2019, the CFR China butadiene price benchmark 
averaged at $1,119/mt to the end of October, according to 
S&P Global Platts data. That was a significant decrease 
from 2018 when the CFR China butadiene price averaged 
$1,430.56/mt.

As a result of falling butadiene prices in 2019, the spread 
to feedstock naphtha fell to an average of $601/mt for the 

first 10 months of 2019 compared with $814.46/mt in 2018, 
according to Platts data. As steam cracker production 
yields of butadiene are low compared to ethylene and 
propylene, poor or negative butadiene margins will not 
typically affect operations.

But the market will continue to monitor steam cracker 
operating rates in Asia closely, with falling ethylene 
margins potentially leading to run cuts in 2020. In 2019, 
ethylene margins fell into a negative territory, which 
prompted talk of possible cuts, although healthy margins 
for propylene kept steam cracker operations running fully. 
Operating rate cuts don’t look all that likely in H1 2020 
given there are a number of steam cracker turnarounds 
during the period.

Crackers and feedstocks to dictate Europe’s direction
In Europe, views are mixed on the 2020 outlook for 
butadiene, with direction dependent on feedstock.

“We feel the market is divided into one of two camps: 
one, very long with abundant material throughout the 
year; two, reduced run rates/lighter cracker runs will 
result in a tightening of the market,” one consumer 
told Platts.

Sources said that lower cracker run rates were 
dependent on US polyethylene imports, with any 
increase resulting in less demand for European ethylene. 
This would lead to a need for rebalancing ethylene by 
cutting cracker run rates, subsequently resulting in lower 
butadiene volumes.

European consumers also look set to reduce contractual 
volumes in 2020, amid concerns from some that 
they were over-contracted in 2019. Well over 90% of 
butadiene transactions in Europe are typically carried 
out via contract. Sellers had been heard pushing for 
longer-term deals to make up for potentially reduced 
contract volumes.

Concerns were heard from certain quarters that butadiene 
storage capacity in Europe may be in short supply if length 
in the market develops.
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ASIA’S butADIEnE PLAnt tuRnAROunDS In 2020
Company Location Size (mt/yr) turnaround dates

South Korea
Lotte Yeosu 130,000 Oct-Dec

taiwan
CPC Linyuan 6 90,000 Feb
Formosa (3) Mai Liao 180,000 mid-Aug to end Oct

Japan
JSR Yokkaichi 148,000 Feb-Apr
JSR Kashima 120,000 early May-early July
Chiba BD 2 Chiba 85,000 May-June
JXTG (ex-JX) Kawasaki 70,000 Mar-Apr
Zeon Tokuyama 180,000 Sep-Oct
Source: S&P Global Platts, Company sources
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Weak demand curtails uS pricing
Following an extended period of static spot pricing, US 
butadiene market participants anticipate more of the same 
for H1 2020, with longstanding fundamentals of ample 
supply and muted demand remaining unchanged.

However, pricing fallout was expected to rise in early 
2020 from two major explosions and fires that hit TPC 
Group’s butadiene and raffinate complex east of Houston 
along the Houston Ship Channel in late November 
2019. The site produces up to 20% of US butadiene. 
While oversupply muted immediate impacts, both 
spot and contract pricing could rise in January with 
butadiene production halted and no timeline for restart, 
sources said.

US spot butadiene entered November at 37.50 cents/lb, 
stable from late July and trending flat to lower through 
year-end 2019. Over the same period contract prices 
declined, first settling down 3 cents at 43 cents/lb for July 
before a 3 cent decline to 40 cents/lb for August followed 
by another 2 cent drop to 38 cents/lb for November, 
the lowest level for the US butadiene contract since 
August 2016.

With most customers having their inventory needs fulfilled 
on a contract basis throughout the year, both spot volumes 
and demand were virtually nonexistent.

“Demand has been lackluster for some time now, with many 
buyers taking contract minimums or less,” one source said. 
“C4 availability should remain mostly stable despite the 
fact that propane and butane are no longer as advantaged 
over ethane as we saw the last quarter or so.”

In the second half of 2019 butadiene was described as long 
by market sources, with bearish market conditions set to 
linger into the new year.

According to market sources, the expectation is that these 
market conditions will hold. With a depressed automotive 
industry, there is little downstream demand for butadiene 
in the form of derivative synthetic rubber (SBR).

However, as one source put it, “There always seems a very 
fine line between a long and a short market, so it does not 
take much for things to change.”

— Callum Colford, MK Bower, Fumiko Dobashi
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